Abstract. Recent advances in service-oriented frameworks and semantic Web technologies have enabled software agents to discover and invoke resources over large distributed systems, in order to meet their high-level objectives. However, most work has failed to acknowledge that such systems are complex and dynamic multi-agent systems, where service providers act autonomously and follow their own decision-making procedures. Hence, the behaviour of these providers is inherently uncertain -services may fail or take uncertain amounts of time to complete. In this work, we address this uncertainty and take an agent-oriented approach to the problem of provisioning service providers for the constituent tasks of abstract workflows. Specifically, we describe an algorithm that uses redundancy to deal with unreliable providers, and we demonstrate that it achieves an 8-14% improvement in average utility over previous work, while performing up to 6 times as well as approaches that do not consider service uncertainty. We also show that our algorithm performs well in the presence of inaccurate service performance information.
Introduction
Fuelled by technological advances and the pervasiveness of communication networks, such as the Internet, modern computing devices are increasingly part of complex distributed systems, allowing unprecedented access to a wide range of resources, information sources and remote computing facilities. In this context, service-oriented computing is emerging as a popular approach for allowing autonomous agents to discover and invoke such distributed resources, encapsulated as computer services [1] . In most application scenarios, from computational Grids to automated business processes, multiple services are often combined as part of workflows, thus enabling the consumer to achieve complex goals [2] . Now, a key feature of large distributed systems is that participants are often autonomous agents that follow their own decision-making procedures [3] . This means that the behaviour of service providers is beyond the control of the consumer, and is thus inherently uncertain. This might be manifested by uncertain service durations (e.g., when a provider prioritises service requests from some consumers over others, or when it allocates a variable fraction of its available resources to each request), or by unpredictable failures that might occur when a provider is unable (or unwilling) to honour a service request. Such uncertainty is a critical issue for service consumers that need to execute large workflows of interdependent tasks in distributed systems, especially when there are time constraints and when service providers demand remuneration.
So far, this issue has received relatively little attention in the current literature. Instead, most work is concerned with matchmaking techniques that simply identify any single service provider able to fulfil a given goal, based on service descriptions that are assumed to be accurate and truthful [4] . While some workflow languages contain static exception handling methods for dealing with service failures [5] , these are inflexible, as they: deal only reactively with problems; need to be specified manually; and usually rely on cooperative services that signal failures and can be rolled back.
To address failures more proactively, some approaches have used quality-ofservice measures to place constraints on services or to optimise a weighted sum of various parameters [6] , but these require appropriate constraints and weights to be specified by a user. Other research uses utility-theory to choose optimal services in the presence of uncertainty [7] . However, these approaches generally provision only single providers for each task of a workflow, which leads to brittle workflows that are highly vulnerable to single failures. An exception to this is work on highly unreliable services in public-resource computing and peer-to-peer systems, where services are invoked redundantly to increase the overall reliability [8] . While dealing with uncertainty to some extent, such work assumes services to be provided for free, and uses a fixed level of redundancy regardless of the actual reliability of services, time constraints or the value of the workflow.
To deal with this, we previously described a strategy that uses stochastic quality-of-service information about providers to flexibly provision multiple providers for particularly failure-prone tasks in a workflow [9] . In that work, we showed that this redundancy allows the consumer to deal proactively with service uncertainty, and we demonstrated that the strategy worked well even if all available providers were highly unreliable. However, the strategy used a simple estimate of the overall workflow completion time based only on the mean time of each task. Furthermore, we assumed accurate performance information to be available about every task, which may be unrealistic in open and dynamic systems, where such information is often noisy and inaccurate.
In this paper, we substantially extend our previous work in the the following three ways. First, we describe how to calculate and use task duration variance in order to obtain a better estimate for the overall workflow completion time. Second, we investigate the sensitivity of our strategy in the presence of inaccurate service performance information. Third, we show how our strategy performs in more complex environments than previously considered.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model of a service-oriented system. Then, in Section 3, we outline our extended provisioning strategy. In Section 4, we empirically evaluate the strategy and compare it to our previous work. We conclude in Section 5. 
Workflow Selection

Match
Service-Oriented System Model
In order to provide a formal basis for our work, we briefly describe our system model in this section and relate it to the lifecycle of a workflow, as shown in Fig. 1 . As is common in related work, we assume that a service consumer has selected an abstract workflow, describing the types of tasks and their ordering constraints required to achieve some high-level goal (the first stage in Fig. 1 ). This may originate from a workflow repository or a planner that operates on service types. More formally, we represent such an abstract workflow as a directed acyclic graph W = (T, E), where T = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t |T | is the set of nodes (the tasks) and E ∈ T ↔ T is the set of edges (the ordering constraints). Furthermore, we use a reward function u ∈ Z + 0 → R that denotes the utility of completing the workflow at a given time step t. This is based on a maximum reward u max that is awarded if the workflow is completed no later than a deadline d. If the workflow is late, a cumulative penalty δ is deducted at each time step, until the consumer no longer receives a reward (it does not receive a negative reward -rather, we assume that the workflow has simply failed). Formally, we define u as:
Once a workflow has been selected, a consumer discovers appropriate service providers for each of the tasks by submitting the abstract task descriptions to a matchmaking process [10] (as shown in the matchmaking stage of Fig. 1 ). This might be achieved by contacting a service registry or communicating with a broker. We represent this process using a matching function m ∈ T → ℘(S), where S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s |S| is the set of all service providers. This maps each task t i to a subset of S to represent the providers that are able to satisfy t i .
In the next stage, the agent provisions service providers for each task. Here, it makes a decision about how to allocate individual service providers to the constituent tasks of the workflow. We focus on this particular stage, because it allows the agent to use appropriate domain knowledge or information provided by a trust model [11] to make predictions about the feasibility of a workflow, and, where necessary, invest additional resources to provision providers redundantly for particularly failure-prone tasks. In this context, we assume that some limited performance information about the population of providers for each task t i is known to the consumer 1 :
-S i ⊆ S is the set of suitable service providers (as given by m(t i )).
-f i ∈ [0, 1] is the probability that a randomly chosen provider from S i will default or otherwise fail to deliver a satisfactory result.
is the cumulative probability distribution, representing the execution duration of a single service provider (randomly chosen from S i and assuming it is successful). In particular, D i (t) is the probability that the provider will take t time steps or less to complete the service. -c i ∈ R is the cost of invoking a provider from S i . This may be a financial remuneration or a communication cost.
After provisioning, the consumer starts invoking providers for the tasks of the workflow according to the ordering constraints given by E (the fourth stage in Fig. 1 ). Here, we assume that providers are only invoked at integer time steps, and, as is common in the Web services domain, this is done on demand when providers are required. Hence, the cost for each is paid only at the time of invocation (but regardless of the eventual outcome). When invoked, a provider successfully completes the assigned task t i with probability 1 − f i . The duration of a successful service execution is distributed according to D i , after which the service consumer is notified of success. When a provider fails, we assume that it does so silently (i.e., no response is given to the consumer). This is realistic in distributed systems, where service providers generally do not reveal their internal state, and where network or machine failures can cause communication losses.
Furthermore, as there may be several matching providers for a task, the consumer can invoke more than one service for this task at the same time. In this case, the consumer has to pay each provider separately, and the task is completed when the earliest service has executed successfully (if any). When all providers seem to have failed, the consumer may invoke new providers for this task. In this case, the consumer will ignore the previously invoked providers and assign the task to the newly provisioned set of services.
Having outlined our basic system model and workflow lifecycle, we now continue to describe our extended provisioning strategy.
Flexible Provisioning
In this section, we present a heuristic provisioning strategy that decides dynamically how to provision providers based on the information that is available about each task of the workflow. This strategy is an extension of the work described in [9] , and now includes mechanisms for calculating the duration variances of individual tasks and using them to estimate the overall duration distribution of the workflow. In Section 3.1, we begin by giving a high-level overview of our approach, and then, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we detail the calculations at the task and workflow level, respectively.
Provisioning Problem
As discussed in more detail in our previous work [9] , we use two forms of redundancy to deal with uncertainty: parallel and serial provisioning. More specifically, for each task t i , we determine a number of providers (n i ) to invoke in parallel. Provisioning multiple providers in such a way increases the probability of success for that task, and also decreases its expected duration (as the consumer can proceed as soon as one of the providers is successful). Furthermore, to deal with the case where none of the providers is successful, we determine a maximum waiting time (w i ) before the consumer invokes a new set of n i service providers. However, using redundancy in such a way increases the cost for the overall workflow, and, hence, we aim to maximise the expected net profit (denotedū(n, w)):
where n and w are vectors, whose ith elements correspond to the number of parallel providers (n i ) and the waiting time (w i ) of each task t i of the workflow. Furthermore, we define the expected net profitū(n, w) as the difference of the expected rewardr(n, w) and the expected costc(n, w) when provisioning the workflow using the vectors n and w:
However, even the calculation of this objective function for any given vectors n and w is intractable, because it requires the calculation of the overall duration distribution (this is known to be a #P -complete problem [13] ). For this reason, we use a heuristic strategy that estimates the expected reward and cost of a random initial choice for n and w, and then performs steepest-ascent hill-climbing to find a good solution. More specifically, at each iteration, our hill-climbing algorithm generates a large set of neighbours of the current best choice for n and w by performing small changes to it. To generate each neighbour, the algorithm picks one component of either vector (n i or w i ), then increases or decreases it by either 1 or a random amount. This is done systematically for each task, thus producing 8 · |T | neighbours in total. Each neighbour is then evaluated, the best is chosen and this process is repeated until no more improvements can be made. Now, in our previous work, we used a simple calculation for estimating the expected rewardr(n, w). In particular, our mechanism assumed task durations to be deterministic and then used the longest path in the workflow to calculate an overall, deterministic durationt (conditional on success). Hence, it estimated the expected reward asr = p · u(t), where p is the overall success probability of the workflow, and u(t) is the reward at timet (omitting the parameters n and w for brevity). A major shortcoming of this approach is that it does not consider the variance of task durations at all, and so often overestimates the expected reward. To address this, we artificially increased our estimate fort by a constant 20%, but such an approach still does not consider variance, and is not guaranteed to work well in all environments.
To overcome this, we now use an improved heuristic that does not assume a deterministic duration, but rather estimates the probability distribution of the workflow duration. To this end, we estimate the expected profit as:
where d W (x) is a probability density function that estimates the overall duration of the workflow, andc is an estimate of the expected overall cost (using a continuous probability function allows us to derive a simple and concise solution in closed form). This equation is central to our heuristic strategy, and, in the following two sections, we describe how to calculate its components.
Local Task Calculations
In order to solve Equation 4, we first calculate four parameters for each task t i in the workflow: its success probability, expected cost, expected duration and duration variance. These are discussed in more detail below.
Success Probability (p i ): This is the probability that the task will be successful, regardless of the eventual finishing time. Because we assume that the consumer will continue invoking providers until the task is completed (with the given waiting time w i between invocations), it is the probability that at least one provider from the set S i is successful within its allocated time:
Expected Cost (c i ): This is expected overall cost that the consumer will spend on the task. To calculate it, we letf i = (1− (1− f i )·D i (w i )) ni be the probability that a single invocation of n i parallel providers is unsuccessful within their given waiting time, m = ⌊|S i |/n i ⌋ the maximum number of such invocations (with n i providers), and r = |S i | mod n i the number of service providers available for the last invocation. The expected cost is then:
Expected Duration (t i ): This is the expected time the providers will take to complete the task (conditional on overall success). Here, we let µ i =D i (w i )
) be the mean time to success of a single successful invocation of n i service providers (whereD
ni is the cumulative non-conditional probability that at least one out of n i services has finished successfully by time x), λ i the corresponding mean time for the final invocation of r providers, andf r the failure probability of that invocation (calculated analogously tof i ). Hence, we calculate the expected duration as:
Variance of Duration (σ 2 i ): This is the variance of the task duration. To calculate it, we let C i be a random variable representing the duration of the task, conditional on its success. Then, E(C i ) is its expected value (note that E(C i ) =t i ), E(C 2 i ) is its expected square, and VAR(C i ) is its variance. Hence,
In order to obtain E(C 2 i ), we consider two cases: (1) the task is completed successfully within the first m invocations, and (2) it is completed during the last invocation of r providers (if r = 0). We denote the durations in each case by the random variables A i and B i , respectively. This allows us to treat both cases separately, and, letting P A and P B be the respective probabilities of each case occurring (conditional on overall success), we write E(C 2 i ) as:
Next, we note that each duration is divided into a time period spent waiting during any unsuccessful invocations (we denote these as A W i and B W i ), and a period spent during the final invocation until the first provider is successful (we denote these as A Di and B Di ). We note that these are independent in our model, and treat case (1) first:
Now, E(A Di ) = µ i , and E(A 2 Di ) can be similarly calculated by multiplying the term inside the summation by k 2 instead of k. Furthermore, we obtain E(A W i ) from Equation 7 , and then derive E(A 2 W i ) in a similar way:
Treating case (2) next, we calculate E(B 2 i ) analogously to Equation 10 . This is easier, as the waiting time B W i is constant (mw i ). Hence,
The remaining terms, E(B Di ) and E(B 2 Di ), are calculated as E(A Di ) and E(A closed form for calculating the variance of the duration of a given task. With these parameters for each task, we now continue to describe how they are combined over the entire workflow to solve our heuristic function (Equation 4).
Workflow Calculations
In order to solve Equation 4, we require the overall success probability p, a distribution for the workflow duration d W (x), and the estimated overall costc. The success probability p is simply the probability that all tasks are eventually successful, and the estimated total costc is the sum of all task costs, each multiplied by the probability that the task is ever reached (denoted r i ):
c = {i|ti∈T } r ici (15)
To estimate the workflow duration function d W (x), we use a technique from operations research [14] . In particular, we consider the critical path of the workflow (i.e., the path that maximises the sum of all mean task durations along it) and obtain the sum of all mean task durations (λ W ) and variances on it (v W ). Exploiting the central limit theorem, we then approximate the duration of the workflow using a normal distribution with mean λ W and variance v W :
Now, to solve Equation 4, we let D W (x) = x −∞ d W (y) dy be the cumulative probability function 2 of d W (x), we let D max = D W (t max ) be the probability that the workflow will finish within the deadline t max and D late = D W (t 0 )−D W (t max ) the probability that the workflow will finish after the deadline but no later than time t 0 = u max /δ + t max (both conditional on overall success).
Next, we consider three distinct cases, based on the form of u(t) (Equation 1). First, the workflow may finish within the deadline t max -this happens with probability D max and results in the full reward, u max . Second, the workflow may finish after t 0 -this happens with probability 1 − D W (t 0 ), and here the consumer receives no reward (and so we can ignore it). Finally, the workflow may finish between these two times, which happens with probability D late . Because u(t) is linear on this interval, we calculate the expected reward in this case by applying u(t) to the mean time on the interval, which we denote byt late . Hence, we re-write Equation 4, concluding our heuristic utililty function:
Using this heuristic function, it is now possible to use steepest-ascent hillclimbing as described at the beginning of this section. Through observations, we have seen that our hill-climbing algorithm quickly converges to a good solution 3 . In particular, the heuristic functionũ can be solved efficiently in quadratic time. The bottleneck here is the calculation for Equations 15 and 16. However, after the initial calculation, only small adjustments need to be made at each iteration of the hill-climbing procedure, further reducing the run-time of calculatingũ. In this case, it is bounded by the critical path problem required to obtain λ W and v W used in Equation 19, which has a run-time in O(|T | + |E|) where |T | is the number of tasks in the workflow and |E| the number of non-transitive edges 4 . Having concluded our discussion of the improved provisioning strategy, we now describe a set of empirical experiments to evaluate our work.
Empirical Evaluation
To investigate the performance of our strategy and compare it to our previous work, we conduct a set of empirical experiments using the same methodology as described in [9] . To summarise briefly, we test our strategy by randomly generating a set of service providers and a single workflow according to a set of controlled variables that specify a particular environment. Then, we provision the workflow using our strategy and simulate its execution, recording the overall net profit achieved. This is repeated 1000 times for each environment to achieve statistical significance (we give all results with 95% confidence intervals and carry out ANOVA and two-sample t-tests as appropriate, both at the 99% confidence level). Throughout all experiments, we vary the failure probability of providers (as given by f i ) to evaluate our strategy in environments with varying levels of service unreliability, keeping all other variables constant for consistency. To provide a benchmark, we compare our results to a naïve strategy that provisions a single provider for each task of the workflow. This strategy represents currently prevalent approaches that ignore any service uncertainty and thus rely only on functional service descriptions to find any suitable provider for each task.
In the remainder of this section, we first test our improved strategy using the same experimental setup as in our previous work to allow a direct comparison (Section 4.1). Because that setup considers relatively small workflows with homogeneous tasks, we then examine a more complex scenario with heterogeneous tasks and larger workflows in Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3, we evaluate the performance of our strategy in the presence of inaccurate information.
Small Workflows
In order to compare the improved strategy to our previous work, we first consider the same environments as described in [9] (however, for consistency, we repeat all experiments). Here, workflows consist of 10 tasks in a strict sequence, they have a deadline of d = 400 time steps, a maximum utility u max = 1000 and a penalty of δ = 10 per time step. Furthermore, there are 1000 providers able to satisfy each task. Each provider has a cost c i = 10 and its duration distribution is a gamma distribution with parameters k = 2 and θ = 10 (hence, the duration distribution for each provider is Fig. 2(a) shows the results of our improved strategy (improved flexible), our previous strategy (old flexible) and the naïve strategy. Clearly, the performance of all three strategies is significantly different. Averaged over all failure probabilities, the naïve strategy achieves a net profit of only 106.00 ± 5.95, and, in fact, begins making an overall loss when the failure probability drops to 0.3 or lower. As discussed in previous work, our old flexible strategy clearly improves on this, yielding an average net profit of 474.91 ± 7.77. The results also indicate that our modified improved flexible strategy further yields a significant improvement in overall performance with an average net profit of 515.02 ± 4.02. At all failure probabilities from 0.1-0.7, the strategies achieve significantly different amounts of net profit, with the improved flexible strategy outperforming all others. At 0.8 and beyond, the difference between the two flexible strategies becomes less pronounced due to the overall low net profit, and it is no longer significant. However, they still outperform the naïve strategy. When the failure probability is 0, all strategies perform equally well, as a single provider for each task is always sufficient to complete the workflow in time.
To summarise, averaged over the failure probabilities discussed here, our improved flexible strategy achieves a 385.87% ± 8.69% improvement over the naïve strategy, and an 8.44% ± 2.21% improvement over the old flexible strategy.
Large Workflows
To show that our strategy performs well in more complex environments, we perform another set of experiments with workflows consisting of 50 tasks and heterogeneous task parameters. More specifically, for each experimental run, we first generate a workflow by randomly populating an adjacency matrix until 25% of all possible edges have been added (ignoring any that would result in a cyclic graph). This ensures that the workflow contains a considerable number of parallel tasks. We also assume there are 100 providers for each task, the deadline is d = 1000, the maximum reward u max = 1000 and the penalty δ = 1. In order to vary the performance characteristics of the tasks in the workflow, we randomly assign each to one of seven different types of tasks with varying costs (c i ) and duration distributions (D i ), as shown in Table 1 . For every experimental run, we also attach a failure probability to each type (to determine f i ) that is drawn from a beta distribution with parameters α = 10·f and β = 10−α, where f is the average failure probability of the environment (unless f = 0 or f = 1, in which case all tasks have the same failure probability). This adds further variance to the tasks, while ensuring that the overall average failure probability over all runs is close to f . Fig. 2(b) shows similar results to those described in the previous section. When providers are always reliable (the failure probability is 0), there is no significant difference between the strategies. However, as soon as providers begin to fail, the naïve strategy begins to perform poorly and make an overall loss. The two flexible strategies achieve far better results and avoid making a loss in any environment. As before, our improved flexible strategy outperforms the old flexible strategy in most environments, except when the overall failure probability reaches 0.9, when there is no more significant difference between them.
When averaging over all failure probabilities, the naïve strategy achieves an average net profit of 81.53 ± 5.12, the old flexible achieves 470.21 ± 7.44 and the improved flexible achieves 536.12 ± 7.46. This means that our improved flexible the strategy provisioning less providers in parallel and therefore losing less of its investment when the workflow eventually fails. Despite the special case when ǫ f = 0.8, the results are promising and show that small inaccuracies in the information (up to 10%) have little or no effect on our strategy. In most other cases, performance degrades gracefully as the information becomes less accurate. Next, we are interested in the trends resulting from overestimating the failure probability of service providers. Hence, we now multiply the failure probabilities by a scalar ǫ f > 1 to provide an inaccurate input to our strategy (using a failure probability of 1 whenever f i · ǫ f > 1). The results of this are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Not surprisingly, the performance of the strategy simply degrades as the perceived failure probability rises. Because its behaviour is more conservative when it overestimates the failure probability of providers (it will provision unnecessarily many providers), it never makes a long-term loss. These results show that our strategy performs well, even when it significantly overestimates failure probabilities. In fact, the overall performance degrades only slightly when the failure probability is overestimated by 10% (ǫ f = 1.1). Even at 20% (ǫ f = 1.2), the performance is extremely good, and at 50% the strategy still performs reasonably well compared to the case with accurate information.
Apart from the failure probabilities, our strategy also relies on probability density functions for the duration of a service execution. Because these will most likely be based on past observations and can be subject to noise, we now examine the effect of inaccurate information about these functions. Here, we multiply the scale parameter θ of the underlying gamma distribution by a scalar ǫ d to yield an inaccurate duration distribution. By varying the scale parameter, we ensure that the mean of the distribution is varied proportionally with ǫ d (e.g., when ǫ d = 0.5, the consumer estimates the mean service execution time to be half of the true value), while the overall shape of the distribution stays the same.
Again, we first consider the case of underestimating the duration of service providers (ǫ d < 1). The results are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Here, the strategy handles an error of up to 20% (ǫ d = 0.8) very well with only a marginal performance decrease. Even when the error rises to 30% (ǫ d = 0.7), the performance comes close to the accurate information case. However, as the information becomes even more inaccurate, the strategy performs increasingly badly. Also, the strategy behaves more erratically at the same time -occasionally, the average net profit at a given level of inaccuracy increases as the failure probability rises (this is because the strategy constantly varies the balance between parallel and serial invocations, the latter of which is more susceptible to wrong duration estimates).
Finally, Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding results when the consumer overestimates the service duration. Here, the performance again degrades slowly as the error rises. This is because the agent allocates unnecessarily long waiting times to the providers or provisions parallel providers when this is not needed. However, the loss in performance is clearly very small. This is because the consumer will occasionally wait longer than required or incur extra expenditure by provisioning parallel providers, but in many cases, the providers will simply complete their services earlier than anticipated and the consumer will be able to continue the workflow immediately and without penalty.
To conclude the sensitivity analysis, the results presented in this section show that our strategy is robust to small and moderate inaccuracies. In all cases, it performs well when the information provided is within 10% of the true value, and often errors up to 20% and 30% lead to only marginal decreases in performance, especially when the consumer is overly pessimistic (i.e., when it overestimates the failure probability or duration of services). Overall, performance generally degrades gracefully as larger errors are introduced into the information that is known about providers (until they are too large to be of any value to the consumer -e.g., as ǫ d reaches 0.5).
We also identified one case where underestimating the failure probability of providers can lead to poor performance. However, this only occurs in very specific scenarios when providers are highly unreliable and when the error in information is a significant 20%. Hence, our strategy may benefit from identifying these conditions in advance, and we will consider this in future work. Nevertheless, the overall results presented here are promising, showing that our strategy is applicable even in environments where completely accurate performance information is unavailable (as will be typical in any large dynamic multi-agent system).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended our previous work by taking into consideration the variance of service duration times. This is important to consider when predicting the overall completion time of a workflow, and in empirical experiments, we have shown that our new strategy performs significantly better than our previous work. We have also given more extensive results in a variety of settings and shown that our strategy copes well in environments where performance information is not accurate.
Considering these results, our work is highly applicable in realistic scenarios, where software agents autonomously execute large workflows in service-oriented systems. Examples of such scenarios include: the Grid domain, where expensive and time-intensive data processing services are often required as part of complex workflows; peer-to-peer systems, where a vast amount of cheap, but usually unreliable providers offer their services; and e-commerce applications, where the consumers often face highly valued workflows with strict deadlines (e.g., extensive supply-chains or large commercial projects).
In future work, we will extend our strategy to handle more advanced negotiation mechanisms rather than the fixed price model we use at the moment. Such mechanisms have been widely used in the context of multi-agent systems, and are now increasingly being employed in service-oriented systems to allow consumers and providers to reach service-level agreements prior to invocation. We also plan to improve the adaptivity of our strategy, utilising information about workflow progress to dynamically alter the provisioning of services.
